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By some basic measures, LGBT+ employees in many parts of the world have progressed in the workplace.

However, behind the outward signs of progress, LGBT+ employees experience often unseen—but deeply felt—challenges and privately held fears on the job. Our research reveals the impact this has on their ability to thrive and shares proven ways to help them advance while being themselves.
In much of the world, the LGBT+ community has made great strides toward ‘equal.’

For instance, prior to 2001 same-sex marriage was not legal in a single country; today it is legal in 29 countries.¹

And on the career front, our survey of more than 28,000 employees in organizations across 26 countries reveals that at the global level, LGBT+ employees are just as likely as others to have reached manager level, to be satisfied with their progression and to aspire to senior leadership positions.

In fact, 37% of LGBT+ employees taking part in our survey had reached manager level, versus 35% among non-LGBT+ respondents. And while 27% of LGBT+ employees aspire to be in a leadership position, just 24% of other employees do.
But the LGBT+ community knows adversity well.

77 out of 195 countries prohibit discrimination in employment because of one’s sexual orientation.²

And according to our latest research, even in the most socially progressive countries only around 40% of LGBT+ employees are fully open about their gender identity/expression or sexual orientation at work—indicating that discomfort still abounds.

Now, as the world battles a pandemic, experts warn that the LGBT+ community is likely to disproportionately experience negative economic and health impacts such as job loss.³ An OutRight Action International report predicts that this already-vulnerable group will experience greater anxiety, fear of societal stigma and risk of family violence.⁴
‘How are you, really?’
Though our data suggest a fair representation of LGBT+ employees among management, our survey questions dug deeper and found that behind the outward signs of progress, LGBT+ employees experience often unseen—but deeply felt—challenges and privately held fears on the job.

We discovered that only 31% of LGBT+ employees are fully open about their gender identity/expression or sexual orientation at work. Even more worryingly, this figure falls to just 21% among those in senior leadership positions ("leaders").

Note: Respondents in the employee survey were able to select multiple options (unless they selected 'Just I know', 'Everyone knows' or 'Prefer not to say'). Respondents in the leader survey were not able to select multiple options.
57%

We also found that more than half of employees believe that their gender identity/expression or sexual orientation has slowed their progress at work.

As covered in another recent report from Accenture, ‘The Hidden Value of Culture Makers,’ our latest survey reveals a large gap between what leaders think is going on and what employees say is happening in their workplaces. Two-thirds (68%) of leaders feel they create empowering environments—in which employees can be themselves, raise concerns and innovate without fear of failure—but just one-third (36%) of employees agree. These kinds of perception gaps might help explain why many LGBT+ employees feel relatively unsupported at work and why others remain afraid to be open with their colleagues. Only 14% of LGBT+ employees feel fully supported by their employer when it comes to issues like improving diversity of gender expression/sexual identity and being very welcoming to those who identify as LGBT+ at work. And 19% of those who are not open about their gender identity/expressive or sexual orientation at work fear that they would be discriminated against if they opened up.

Even among LGBT+ leaders, only half (57%) agree that their company is very welcoming toward other members of the LGBT+ community.

What’s behind these disheartening behaviors and beliefs? Workplace cultures that aren’t truly inclusive, and leaders who don’t have their ear to the ground, are largely responsible.

How can LGBT+ leaders—and all leaders who care about getting to equal—close the perception gap and open the doors to this vital group of employees?
Rise above: Act like the Culture Makers
We identified a small group of leaders—we call them Culture Makers—who stand out. This younger, more gender-balanced group of people, comprising 6% of leaders, runs organizations growing more than twice as fast on average than those of their peers and is ahead of the curve when it comes to promoting key factors that drive LGBT+ inclusion.

- 34% of Culture Makers have personally campaigned for (or spoken publicly about) LGBT+ rights, vs. 19% of all leaders.
- 88% of Culture Makers believe that employees having the freedom to express their individuality is important in helping them thrive in the workplace, vs. 69% of all leaders.
of Culture Makers work for a firm that has set a goal/target around employees feeling able to ‘be themselves’ at work.

53% vs. 28% of all leaders.

of Culture Makers believe that employees in their firm feel ‘completely safe’ to openly identify as LGBT+.

50% vs. 39% of all leaders.

We also found that when leaders are out and proud and coworkers are loud in their support, LGBT+ employees are set up for success.

71%

More than two-thirds (71%) of them say ‘seeing people like me’ in senior leadership positions is important to helping them thrive.

And the same number (71%) say that the support of non-LGBT+ colleagues—allies—is important to their ability to enjoy being at work.
Fully tapping into all sources of talent in your organization is not just the ethical way to lead, it’s the imperative way to grow and succeed in a post-pandemic, post-digital-disruption world.

Nurture inclusivity to unleash innovation

The incentives are undeniably attractive:

Our previously published research uncovered large perception gaps between what leaders think is going on and what employees say is happening on the ground.

If these gaps were narrowed by 50%, we estimate that global profits would be higher by 33%, equivalent to $3.7 trillion in 2019.

Plus, we know that a culture of equality is a powerful multiplier of innovation: Our 2019 research found that an innovation mindset is six times higher in the most-equal cultures than in the least-equal ones.
Build a more equal workplace culture
Our report ‘The Hidden Value of Culture Makers,’ published in March, used an econometric data model to identify 40 factors that influence advancement and characterize a culture of equality.

That same data model now reveals the top-five cultural issues that employers should address to create a workplace where LGBT+ employees in particular can not only rise, but also feel supported, heard and understood:

01. Senior leaders must talk openly about their own personal issues and challenges to convey bold leadership.

02. Comprehensive action should be taken to ensure that flexible working arrangements are not only available, but properly supported and encouraged.

03. The workplace should be an empowering environment in which employees who are different from the majority are able to settle in quickly and thrive from the outset.

04. That kind of empowering environment is also one in which employees are helped to understand that it’s OK to fail at work sometimes without fear or recrimination.

05. Employees should feel safe raising concerns with (and about) leaders, especially when it comes to harassment and discrimination.
Take the Pride Challenge

Accenture is proud of the ways that we’ve included and uplifted our own LGBT+ community. But we’re still learning and improving. Here are the questions we’re asking ourselves—ones that other leaders can ask themselves, too—this Pride Month and all year round:

/ Are your policies setting the right framework and tone to include everyone and treat every employee equally?

/ Do you have an ally program? How do you define being an ally? Do you set goals and measure progress on the impact of your work?

/ Is your organization bringing its support of the LGBT+ community to high-profile forums and conferences as well as local events?

/ Are you ‘cross-pollinating’ among employee networks to strengthen your overall inclusion efforts for intersectionality?

/ Are you supporting and cultivating ‘Culture Makers’ in your organization who are eager to make a difference?

/ Are you creating internal and external opportunities for the LGBT+ leaders in your organization to share their stories?

/ What steps are you taking to support the mental health and well-being of all employees?

/ Does each employee have a designated person (other than their boss/direct manager) they can go to with any concerns about how they’re being treated at work?
About the Research

The findings and insights contained within this report are derived from online surveys that were fielded in 28 markets during October and November 2019 as part of Accenture’s broader Getting to Equal 2020 research program.

One survey was completed by more than 1,700 senior ‘leaders’ (C-suite and management committee in organizations with 50 or more employees), and the other was completed by more than 30,000 employees.

Unless otherwise indicated, all figures refer to global data. Note, however, that findings that relate specifically to ‘LGBT+’ or ‘Non-LGBT+’ employees are based on data from 26 (rather than 28) markets (28,000 employees).
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About Accenture

Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services in strategy and consulting, interactive, technology and operations, with digital capabilities across all of these services. We combine unmatched experience and specialized capabilities across more than 40 industries — powered by the world’s largest network of Advanced Technology and Intelligent Operations centers. With 509,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries, Accenture brings continuous innovation to help clients improve their performance and create lasting value across their enterprises. Visit us at www.accenture.com

For more information on Pride at Accenture see www.accenture.com/pride and contact lgbt@accenture.com

About Accenture Research

Accenture Research shapes trends and creates data-driven insights about the most pressing issues global organizations face. Combining the power of innovative research techniques with a deep understanding of our clients’ industries, our team of 300 researchers and analysts across 20 countries publishes hundreds of reports, articles and points of view every year. Our thought-provoking research—supported by proprietary data and partnerships with leading organizations, such as MIT and Harvard—guides our innovations and allows us to transform theories and fresh ideas into real-world solutions for our clients.

For more information, visit www.accenture.com/research